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Abstract: Current exertion is executed to interpret the heat and mass transmission of Sut-
terby �uid by conferring scintillating aspects of magnetic �eld. Flow �eld equations in cylindrical
coordinates are attained by incorporating Darcy resistance law. Afterwards, mathematical struc-
ture regarding the physical problem is formulated. This formulation yields intricate nonlinear set
of partial di¤erential expressions. A suitable scaling group of variables is employed on consequent
equations to trans�gure them in non-dimensional form. Dynamical and optimal analysis (OHAM)
are performed to achieve physical features of present problem from the solution. Graphical depic-
tion is o¤ered and illustrated for the �ow behavior of convoluted physical parameters on velocity,
temperature and concentration pro�les. Additionally, the quantities (local shear stress coe¢ cient,
thermal convective transfer coe¢ cient and local mass �ux coe¢ cient in limiting case) which are
responsible to extract out the physical phenomena in the vicinity of stretched surface are computed
and demarcated by varying controlling �ow parameters.
Keywords: Sutterby nano�uid; Darcy resistance; OHAM; nonlinear dynamical analysis;

stretching cylinder.
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1 Nomenclature
T �1 Ambient temperature M Magnetic parameter
C�1 Ambient concentration Pr Prandtl number
D�
B Brownian di¤usion coe¢ cient Uo Reference velocity

N�
B Brownian motion parameter R Radius of cylinder

C� Concentration e� Ratio of heat capacity
b2 Consistency index B0 Strength of magnetic �eld
 Curvature of cylinder Sc Schmidt number
� Density of �uid � Sponginess parameter
�2 Darcy resistance parameter cp Speci�c heat
� Dimensionless independent variable �1 Sutterby nano�uid parameter
� Dimensionless temperature T �w Temperature of wall
� Dimensionless concentration K� Thermal conductivity

f 0 Dimensionless velocity fE�tm Total squared residuals errors

ĈDF Dimensionless skin friction coe¢ cient T � Temperature

ŜDu Dimensionless mass �ux coe¢ cient � Thermal di¤usivity

N̂D
u Dimensionless heat transfer coe¢ cient u Velocity component in r� direction

� Electrical conductivity w Velocity component in z� direction
" Flow comportment index Uw(z) Velocity of wall

2 Introduction

Researcher has announced present time to be technology driven era due to high pro�led de-
mand of industrial production. So the motivated researchers are taking immense interest to
increase the large scale productivity. Researchers have also acknowledged through various
experimental schemes and procedures about the fact that productivity enhancement of in-
dustrial sector heavily depends on withal thermal transferal abilities of materials. Usually
thermal features in large scale products are accessed through common �uids but limited ther-
mal aptitudes have implemented reservations on their utilization. To achieve the required
purpose researchers have conducted several thought provoking experimental investigation to
sort out the solution of such salient problem. At last they came up with the decision that
thermal capabilities of materials can be improved by enhancing thermal conductance of ma-
terial. They also �oated the idea that thermal conductance is improved by incorporating
small sized �uid particles in to host �uid particles. Consequently addition of small sized
particles in carrier �uid was inaugurated by Choi [1]. He termed these particles to nanopar-
ticles on behalf of their composite structure sizes and named this �eld as nanotechnology.
Afterwards several enthusiastic researchers have followed his work and discussed about vari-
ous nanoparticles and their thermal conductance. Masuda et al. [2] estimated the disparities
in both thermal conductivity and the viscosity of conventional �uids by the dispersal of ul-
tra�ne particles in host �uid. Buongiorno [3] did seminal work on nano�uid by presenting
speculative model in order to interrogate the thermal features of carrier �uids. He contem-
plated that the improvement in conductance of regular �uid is due to low volume fraction
and small size of added nanoelements. Actually, nanotechnology is of generous signi�cance in
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numerous �elds namely transportation, metallurgical and chemical devices, manufacturing of
micro scale objects, generation of power, cancer patients therapy etc. Nield and Kuznetsov
[4] capitalized Buongiorno model to adumbrate convective heat transfer induced by vertically
stretched surface immersed in Darcy medium. They instituted that strength of heat trans-
fer rate decreases by escalating Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters. Some
recent studies relevant to nano�uid �ow can be found in [5� 7]. Sheikholeslami
et al. [8] studied water based nano�uid turbulent �ow and entropy generation
in a heat exchanger by utilizing Finite volume technique. In order to upsurge
the heat transfer rate, belt turbulators perverted into the tube are inserted.
Second-law is presented for di¤erent values of height ratio and pitch ratio and
Reynolds number Associated formulas for entropy generation and Bejan number
are provided in their study. Their �ndings indicate that the secondary current
upsurges with growing number of revolutions. Increase in Bejan number and
total entropy generation with increase in pitch ratio is noticed. In another study
Sheikholeslami et al. [9] employed CVFEM to explore convective heat transfer
of magnetohydrodynamic alumina nano�uid in a permeable enclosure. Impact
of di¤erent in�uential variables are displayed graphically. Displayed results de-
picts that Lorentz forces upsurges the heating mechanism. The investigation on
nano�uid �ow over linearly stretched sheet was primarily initiated by Khan and Pop [10] .
They numerically investigated the impact of thermophoretic force and Brownian movement
of nanostructures on thermal conductivity of �uid. The collective heat and mass features over
permeable exponentially stretched surface with second order slip was discussed by Rahman
et al. [11]. Radiative heat transfer of nano�uid with variant surface heat �ux and e¤ects of
chemically reacting species are demonstrated by Zhang et al. [12]. Nadeem et al. [13] per-
formed numerical analysis of magnetohydrodynamic �ow of Maxwell �uid past a stretching
sheet in the attendance of nanoparticles. Malik et al. [14] constructed computational study
to explore the e¤ects of nanoparticles on Eyring-Powel �uid model. Raju and Sandeep [15]
addressed thermal and concentration transport due to Casson nano�uid in rotating frame.
Nadeem and Saleem [16] performed comprehensive homotopy analysis to anticipate the im-
pact of higher grade nano�uid over a rotatory cone. Raju et al. [17] conducted comparative
study to evaluate the fabulous enhancement in host �uid by considering various types of
metallic nanostructures. He also depicted the collaborated e¤ects of temperature dependent
viscosity. Few recent studies are encountered to explore the characteristics of nano�uid in
[18� 30].
Engineers and scientists have observed experimentally about the transporting abilities of

�uids. Thus they have recognized the fact that dynamical transport mechanism all around
the world can be best explained by the �uid rheology. Transport processes in some walks
of discipline are simple in nature and can be interpreted by a linear expression among the
stain and stress. But Navier addresses the concept that most of technological and industrial
productive projects (Polymer melting, certain oils and greases, claying and other suspensions,
drilling mud etc.) involve complex transport procedures. Therefore mentioned materials ex-
hibit a non-empirical strain-stress. Such type of �uids which represents an intricate nonlinear
constitutive stress strain relationship is renowned as non-Newtonian �uids. There are vari-
ous application of non-Newtonian �uids e.g. in electronic devices, analytical instrumentation,
medicine, friction reducing agent, angular momentum change agent, heat transfer agent etc.
So for better physical description of such type of �uids these are classi�ed into pseudoplastic
�uids, dilatant �uids and thixotropic �uids. In recent years several �uid models are proposed
which explain the dual properties of pseudoplastic and dilatant materials. Among these is
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Sutterby �uid model [31]. Guha and Pradahan [32] investigated convective boundary layer
�ow of Sutterby �uid over an isothermal horizontal plate. Bijjan et al. [33] illustrated ther-
mal transport within laminar �ow of dilatant power law �uid past through cylinder. Azhar
et al. [34] exposed the stagnant Sutterby nano�uid �ow with entropy generation numerically.
Hayat et al. [35] explored the radiative e¤ect on peristaltic Sutterby �uid �ow in vertical
channel. Xie and Jian [36] described the power law magnetohydrodynamics �uid �ow through
micro-parallel rotating channel. Hayat et al. [37] disclosed the peristalsis analysis of Sutterby
liquid �ow through porous medium. In another survey Hayat et al. [38] exhibited the impact
of wall properties on peristalsis of radiative Sutterby �uid �ow in curved surface.
Coupling of magnetic �eld with �uid mechanics is declared as magnetic �eld dynamics

(MFD) and such interacting �uids are called as electrically conducting �uids. The dynamics
of the magnetic �eld �ows (MFF) has received pervasive attention of enthusiastic researchers
due to overwhelming applications in various naturally occurring phenomenons like geophysics,
astronomical physics and in the movement of earth mantle. In extension, the �ow problems
with magnetic �eld features is endorsed by various researchers due its applications in engineer-
ing and modern industry namely plasma con�nement, solar physics, cosmic �uid dynamics,
and many more. Furthermore, the experimental analyst has also observed that appliance of
external magnetic �eld to the �uid �ows induces both electric and magnetic �eld. Due to low
magnetic Reynold assumption the induced electric �eld is neglected and thus as a net amount
induced magnetic �eld retains. This produced magnetic �eld is of extreme importance for
realistic depiction of �uid �ow analysis. Few initial studies regarding electrically conducting
�uid �ows in various geometrical conditions were disclosed by following authors. For sake of
brevity here few are mentioned. Pavlov [39] identi�ed features of magnetohydrodynamic �ow
in the light of linearly deformed sheet. They extracted exact solution of problem to depict out
the in�uence of magnetic �eld on momentum of �uid �ow. In this frame as far as cylindrical
coordinates are concerned, Ishak et al. [40] implemented implicit �nite di¤erence (Keller box)
scheme to recognize the impact of magnetic �eld on �uid �ow due to a stretchable cylinder.
Afterwards, following the above mentioned initial work in this �eld new researchers have
acknowledged the fact the study of �uid �ows with magnetic �eld is highly aimful. Thus
they are now concentrating their intentions towards magnetohydrodynamic �ows. In this
regards a lot of studies are conducted but few of them are as follows. Sheikholeslami and
Rokni [41]discussed the in�uence of external magnetic source on Fe3O4-water
in a cavity by utilizing CVFEM. They noticed that velocity decreases by aug-
menting the values of magnetic parameter. Makinde and Mutuku [42] investigated
the hydromagnetic thermal boundary layer of nano�uid over a convectively heated �at plate
with viscous dissipation and Ohmic heating e¤ects. Impact of variable magnetic �eld on
�ow of nano�uid with heat transfer is reported by Sheikholeslami and Vajravelu
[43]. Singh and Makinde [44 � 45] anticipated magnetohydrodynamic boundary layer �ow
over an inclined stretching sheet under volumetric heat generation phenomenon and later on
they extended previous �nding to reveal isothermal slip �ow induced by vertically stretched
cylinder. Das et al. [46] examined magnetohydrodynamic �ow over linearly deformed sheet
and also accounted momentum slip phenomenon. Mukhopaday et al. [47] proved the claim
regarding suppressing attribute of magnetic �eld on velocity by conducting study on cylin-
drical geometry. Qasim et al. [48] retreated slip �ow e¤ect along a cylindrical stretching
surface under prescribed heat �ux. It was found that the magnitude of percent di¤erence for
heat transfer rate regarding magnetic nanoparticles decreases by enhancing magnetic �eld
strength. Malik et al. [49] considered �ow of tangent hyperbolic �uid along a cylindrical
stretched surface under magnetic �eld e¤ect. They recon�rmed the magnetic �eld e¤ects
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and presented interesting results. Recently, Benazir et al. [50] examined the magnetic �eld
bearings for unsteady Casson �uid �ow over a vertical cone and �at surface (plate) under
heat source/sink e¤ect.
In views of practical applications in many �elds of applied science, the aim of current

exploration is to venture supplementary in the regime of heat and mass transference for the
rheology of magnetohydrodynamic �ow of Sutterby nano�uid model with the addition of
Darcy resistance in stretching cylinder. Existing literature witness that no study in past
is made in this direction, so present attempt is to explore it via utilizing optimal homotopy
analysis scheme [51� 54] is functioned for the exceptional convergence benchmarks for gov-
erning dimensionless equations. Various graphs are prepared to show the real insight of the
considered research.

3 Problem Structure

3.1 Model statement

The steady, laminar 2-D, incompressible boundary layer �ow of Sutterby
nano�uid in the presence of Darcy resistance [31] is considered. Furthermore,
magnetic �eld is applied along r� direction perperpendicular to the �uid �ow
along z� direction. Induced magnetic �eld is not considered subject to small
magnetic Reynold number and as well as e¤ects of electric �eld are not taken
into interpretation.

R = � �

2k�

�
sinh�1 (b�)

b�

�"�!
V : (1)

Fig. 1 Portrayal for physical happening.

Flow is considered in cylinder that is stretched with velocity Uw(z): Constant temperature
(T �w) and concentration (C

�
w) are assumed at the surface of cylinder. Undeviating magnetic

�eld of strength (B0) is imposed in the vertical direction to �ow. Heat and mass transport
mechanisms are modelled by using the Fourier and Fick�s law respectively. Nano�uid model
consists of Brownian motion and thermophoresis aspects. With such deduction the prevailing
boundary layer equations that designates the physical happening are listed as:
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3.1.1 Continuity equation

It is based upon the conservation of mass principle

@u

@r
+
u

r
+
@w

@z
= 0; (2)

3.1.2 Equation of motion

It is based on Newton�s 2nd law of motion

u
@w

@r
+ w

@w

@z
=
��

2

@2w

@r2
+
��

2r

@w

@r
� �

�"b2

4

�
@w

@r

�2
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� �B

2
0

�
w +

Rz
�
; (3)

3.1.3 Energy equation

It is based upon the �rst law of thermodynamics

u
@T �

@r
+ w

@T �

@z
=

K�

(�cp)f

�
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+
1

r
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+ e� "D�

B
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+
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T �1
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@r

�2#
; (4)

3.1.4 Species equation

u
@C�

@r
+ w

@C�

@z
= D�

B

�
@2C�

@r2
+
1

r

@C�

@r

�
+
D�
T �

T �1

�
@2T �

@r2
+
1

r

@T �

@r

�
: (5)

The signi�cant boundary conditions are settled by consuming no slip theory

u = 0; w = Uw(z) =
U0z

l
; T � = T �w; C

� = C�w at r = R;

w ! 0; C� ! C�1; T
� ! T �1 as r !1: (6)

In the above expressions (u) and (w) are velocity components in r� and z�directions re-
spectively, (") the �ow comportment index, (b2) the consistency index, (T �) and (C�) the
temperature and concentration respectively, (T �1) the ambient temperature, (C

�
1) the ambi-

ent concentration, (�) the density, (cp) the speci�c heat, (K�) the thermal conductivity, (e�)
the ratio of operative heat capability of the nanoparticle material to heat capability of �uid,
(D�

B) the Brownian dissemination and (D
�
T �) is thermophoresis di¤usion coe¢ cient.

Assuming the following similarity transmutations

u = �
r
��U0
l

R

r
f(�); w =

U0z

l
f 0 (�) ; � =

r
U0
��l

�
r2 �R2
2R

�
;

�(�) =
T � � T �1
T �w � T �1

; �(�) =
C� � C�1
C�w � C�1

; (7)

Eqs. (3); (4) and (5) takes the form

(1+2�)f 000+2ff 00�2 (f 0)2��1
2
(1+2�)2 (f 00)

2
f 000+f 00�

�
M +

�

2

�
f 0+

1

12
�2f

0 (f 00)
2
= 0;

(8)
1

Pr
(1 + 2�)�00 +

1

Pr
�0 + f�0 + (1 + 2�)

h
N�
B�

0�0 +N�
T � (�

0)
2
i
= 0; (9)
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(1 + 2�)�00 + �0 + Scf�0 +
N�
T �

N�
B

[(1 + 2�)�00 + �0] = 0; (10)

with boundary conditions Eq. (6)

f = 0; f 0 = 1; � = 1; � = 1 at � = 0;

f 0 ! 0; � ! 0; �! 0 as � !1: (11)

In above expressions (U0) is the reference velocity, (��) the kinematic viscosity, (�) the in-

dependent variable, (R) the cylinder radius, (�) the electrical conductivity,  = 1
R

q
��l
U0
the

curvature parameter, �1 =
"b2U30 z

2

l3�� the Sutterby nano�uid parameters, �2 =
"b2U20 z

2

l2k� the

Darcy resistance parameter, M =
l�B20
U0�

the magnetic parameter, Pr = ��

�
the Prandtl num-

ber, Sc = ��

D�
B
the Schmidt number, � = ��l

k�U0
the sponginess parameter, N�

B =
e�D�

B(C
�
w�C�1)
��

and N�
T � =

e�D�
T� (T

�
w�T �1)

��T �1
are Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters respectively.

4 Nonlinear dynamical analysis

The equivalent system of �rst order di¤erential equations corresponding to Eqs. (8) - (10)
are expressed by assuming f = y1; f

0 = y2 = y01 = F; f 00 = y3 = y02 = G; f 000 = y03 = H;
� = y4; �

0 = y04 = y5 = K; �00 = y05 = L; � = y6; �
0 = y06 = y7 = M and �00 = y07 = N as

follows

y03 =
1�

(1 + 2�)� �1
2
(1 + 2�)2 (y3)

2� �2 (y2)2 � 2y1y3 � y3 + �M +
�

2

�
y2 �

1

12
�2y2 (y3)

2

�
;

(12)

y05 = �
1

[(1 + 2�)]

�
y5 � Pr (1 + 2�)

�
N�
By5y7 +N

�
T � (y5)

2	+ Pr y1y5� ; (13)

y07 = �
1

[(1 + 2�)]

�
y7 +

N�
T �

N�
B

f(1 + 2�) y05 + y5g+ Scy1y7
�
: (14)

For the dynamical analysis one of the �xed points for the transformed system of ordi-
nary di¤erential equations y01 = y2; y

0
2 = y3; y

0
4 = y5; y

0
6 = y7 and Eqs. (12) - (14) is

~O (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) : The corresponding Jacobian matrix e� = e� (y1; y2; y3; y4; y5; y6; y7)
is given as
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e� =

26666666664
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and
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where
A� =

1

�3
[ � Pr�3 fN�

By7 + 2N
�
T �y5g+ Pr y5] ; (18)

B� =
1

�3

�
 +

N�
T �

N�
B

f( � Pr�3fN�
By7 + 2N

�
T �y5) + Pr y5g+ Scy1

�
: (19)

The eigen values for Eq. (17) are {�1 = {�2 = 1; {�3 = {�4 = 0; {�5 = � 

(�)2
; {�6 = {�7 = � 

(�3)
2

and the corresponding eigen vector for {�1 = {�2 = 1 is eX =
�
1 1 0 0 0 0 0

� �T
: Geo-

metrically, having one or more eigenvalues of zero simply means the null-space is nontrivial,
so that the image is a "crushed" a bit, since it is of lower dimension. Since all the parameters
are positive this equilibrium has two unstable and two stable eigenvalues. Therefore, we have
a saddle at this point ~O (0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0) :

5 Optimal homotopy analysis method

Initial conjectures for dimensionless velocities, temperature and concentration �elds corre-
sponding to linear operators are

f0(�) = 1�
1

e�
; �0(�) = e

��; �0(�) = e
��; (20)

L=f =
Ð
Ð�

�
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Ð�2
� 1
�
f; L=� =
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Ð�2
� 1
�
�; L=� =

�
Ð2

Ð�2
� 1
�
�; (21)

these linear operators observe the following characteristics

L=f
�
�D��
1 +

�D��
2 e

� + �D��
3 e

��� = 0; (22)

L=�
�
�D��
4 e

� + �D��
5 e

��� = 0 (23)
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L=�
�
�D��
6 e

� + �D��
7 e

��� = 0; (24)

where �D��
Ĵ�

�
Ĵ� = 1� 7

�
are the arbitrary constants.

6 Optimal conjunction regulator parameter

The non-zero auxiliary parameters in homotopic solutions standardize the convergence
precinct as well as rate of preferred homotopic solutions. To obtain the optimal values
of controlling parameters ~f ; ~� and ~�; we have smeared the perception of minimization by
considering the average squared residuals inaccuracies as suggested by Liao [53]:

g
E�fm =

1

�c+ 1

�cX
�j�=0

24 �Nf  mX
�i�=0

bf(�)!
�= �j���

352 ; (25)

gE��m =
1

�c+ 1

�cX
�j�=0

24 �N� mX
�i�=0

bf(�); mX
�i�=0

b�(�); mX
�i�=0

b�(�)!
�= �j���

352 ; (26)

g
E��m =

1

�c+ 1

�cX
�j�=0

24 �N� mX
�i�=0

bf(�); mX
�i�=0

b�(�); mX
�i�=0

b�(�)!
�= �j���

352 : (27)

View of Liao�s contributions [53]:

fE�tm =gE�fm +gE��m +gE��m ; (28)

where fE�tm attitudes for total squared residuals errors, �� = 0:5 and �c = 20: A situation has
been reconnoitered where Pr = Sc = 1:0; M = 0:5;  = 0:1; � = 0:2; N�

T � = 0:2; N
�
B = 0:5;

�1 = 0:01 and �2 = 0:02: It is perceived that at fourth order of approximation, the values
of optimal convergent control parameters are ~f = �0:686219; ~� = �1:0564; ~� = �1:99154
and the total squared residuals error is 0:000476013:

7 Physical quantities of interest

To discuss the �uid �ow problems important physical quantaties are Skin friction
�
ĈF

�
, heat

transfer coe¢ cient
�
�Nu
�
and mass transfer coe¢ cient

�
Ŝu

�
in dimensional form are de�ned

as:

ĈF =
2 [�wall]r=R
� (Uw(z))

2 ;
�Nu = �

z
�
@T
@r

�
r=R

k(T � � T �1)
; Ŝu = �

�
@C
@r

�
r=R

(C� � C�1)
; (29)

�wall =
�

2

@u

@z
+
�

2

@w

@r
� �"b

2

12

�
@u

@z
+
@w

@r

�"
2

�
@u

@r

�2
+ 2

�
@w

@z

�2
+

�
@u

@z
+
@w

@r

�2
+ 2

u2

r2
;

#
(30)

The dimensionless form is expressed as
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ĈDF = f
00 � "

6

h
3 (f 0)

2
+ 3(1 + 2�) (f)2 � 2(1 + 2�)ff 0 + (1 + 2�)(f 00)2

i
; (31)

�ND
u = ��0(0); ŜDu = ��0(0): (32)

8 Results and discussion

8.1 Convergence analysis

This portion comprehends the tabular results in the form of error analysis for the convergence
of desired homotopic solutions for dimensionless velocity, temperature and concentration. For
this analysis we have �xed some tangled parameters and varies one parameter and then we
have drafted its behavior. The convergence of desired solution is depicted in Table 1 which
con�rms that by increasing the order of approximations, error reduces which guaranties the
convergence of proposed scheme.

�c
g
E�f�c

gE���c g
E���c

2 2:27231� 10�2 3:90068� 10�2 1:34981� 10�2
4 6:95222� 10�4 4:45177� 10�3 1:20544� 10�3
6 4:19915� 10�6 1:36727� 10�3 3:94664� 10�4
8 7:71003� 10�7 5:8439� 10�4 1:84679� 10�4
10 1:2203� 10�7 2:90499� 10�4 9:53609� 10�6
12 1:51177� 10�8 1:60793� 10�4 5:37913� 10�6
16 1:65518� 10�9 6:20223� 10�6 2:41867� 10�6
20 7:8116� 10�11 2:68384� 10�6 1:01263� 10�6

Table 1: Convergence examination of developed series solutions.

9 Parametric Analysis

The intention of this portion is to inspect the possessions of abundant signi�cant parameters
like Sutterby nano�uid parameter (�1) ; Darcy resistance parameter (�2) ; curvature para-
meter () ;magnetic parameter (M) ; Prandtl number (Pr) ; Schmidt number (Sc) ; sponginess
parameter (�) ; Brownian motion and thermophoresis parameters (N�

B) and (N
�
T �) respec-

tively on �uid velocity f 0 (�), temperature � (�) and concentration � (�). For this purposes
�gs. (2)� (17) are sketched.

9.1 Assurance of computed results

Table 2 is manifested to check the relaince of present results by constructing
comparison for the values of skin friction coe¢ cient

�
ĈDF

�
with published lit-

erature presented by Akbar et al. [55] and Taimoor et al. [56] for di¤erent
values of magnetic �eld parameter (M) : In order to produce accurate out-
come present work is restricted to special case by considering the parameters
 = �2 = � = N

�
B = Pr = N

�
T = Sc = 0: It is found from the obtained values that the
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results are in total covenant with each other. Furthermore the compatibility of
current work is done by establishing the comparison for heat transfer coe¢ cient
by considering  = �2 = � = N�

B = M = N�
T = Sc = 0: It is worthy to mention

that by restricting these parameter to zero present investigation reduces to heat
transfer in a �uid �ow over a stretching sheet. From the attained numerical data
explicated in Table 2 it is concluded that result are matching in excellent way.

9.2 Bearing of in�uential variables on velocity �eld

E¤ects of velocity f 0 (�) is visualized through �gs: (2) � (6) and behavior of the involved
parameters is censored through these graphs. E¤ect of magnetic parameter (M) is drafted
in �g. 2. It is depicted that f 0 (�) decreases by increasing (M) : It is due to the reason
that magnetic parameters in the dimensionless equations appears due to Lorentz force term
which is resistive force in nature. Variation of porosity parameter (�) is envisioned through
�g. 3: It has been observed that f 0 (�) is the decreasing function of porosity parameter (�) :
Fig. 4 shows the e¤ects of curvature parameter () on the velocity pro�le f 0 (�). It shows
that f 0 (�) is the decreasing function of curvature parameter () : Fig. 5 is portraying the
impact of Sutterby nano�uid parameters (�1) on f 0 (�). It is depicted that �uid velocity f 0 (�)
decelerates as we increase Sutterby nano�uid parameters (�1) : Fig. 6 is plotted to notice the
in�uence of Darcy parameter (�2) on f 0 (�). It is noted that �uid accelerates as the values
of Darcy parameter (�2) are increased.

9.3 Scrutiny of involved variables on temperature �eld

In�uence of di¤erent involved parameters on dimensionless temperature �eld � (�) have been
demonstrated through �gs. (7)�(10): In �g. 7 variation of porosity parameter () is sketched.
It is depicted that as we increase the porosity parameter (), corresponding temperature �eld
� (�) and associated thermal layer thickness increases. Deviation of Prandtl number (Pr) on
non-dimensional temperature is portrayed in �g. 8. It reveals that as we increase the Prandtl
number (Pr), corresponding temperature �eld � (�) and thermal boundary layer reduces. It
is due to the fact that Prandtl number (Pr) has an inverse relation to thermal di¤usion. Fig.
9 is plotted to examine the behavior of Brownian motion parameter (N�

B) to temperature
�eld � (�). It is observed that Brownian motion parameter (N�

B) has a direct relation to
temperature �eld � (�)meaning that by increasing the Brownian motion parameter (N�

B), non-
dimensional temperature increases. Deviation of thermophoresis parameter (N�

T ) is studied
through �g. 10. It is scrutinized that increasing values of thermophoresis parameter (N�

T �)
corresponds to increase in temperature �eld � (�) and thermal boundary layer thickness.

9.4 Visualization of involved variables on concentration solution

In �gs. (11) � (14) behavior of some involved parameter on non-dimensional concentration
�eld � (�) and solutal layer thickness is portrayed. Fig. 11 is delineated to inspect the
in�uence of Schmidt number (Sc) on concentration �eld � (�) : It is scrutinized that increasing
values of Schmidt number (Sc) corresponds to decrease in mass di¤usion (Dm) and due to this
concentration �eld � (�) reduces. Fig. 12 is plotted for non-dimensional concentration �eld
� (�) against curvature parameter () : It is professed that non-dimensional concentration
� (�) decelerates by growing curvature parameter (). Fig. 13 is plotted to detect that how
concentration �eld � (�) gets a¤ected with the variation of thermophoresis parameter (N�

T �).
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It has been pointed that involvement of increasing values of thermophoresis parameter (N�
T �)

corresponds to increase the concentration �eld � (�). Fig. 14 is strategized to scrutinize that
how dimensionless concentration acts when Brownian motion parameter (N�

B) increases. It
portrays that Brownian motion parameter (N�

B) is the diminishing function of dimensionless
concentration �eld � (�) and associated boundary layer thickness.
Figs. 15 and 16 are plotted for the stream lines pattern of dimensionless velocities in the

form of stream plot and density plot. It is observed that streamlines for the Sutterby �uid
model shows curvilinear behavior. Fig. 17 depicts the phase portrait of velocity.

M Akbar et al. [55] Taimoor et al. [56] Present Results
0 1 1 1

0:5 �1:11803 �1:11802 �1:11800
1 �1:41421 �1:41419 �1:41420
5 �2:44949 �2:44945 �2:44947

Table 2: Comparison of skin friction coe¢ ceint (ĈDF ) with previous published
results [55] and [56]:

 Rangi and Naseem [57] Present results
0:0 �0:985286 �0:985287
0:25 �1:079447 �1:079444
0:5 �1:173899 �1:173900
0:75 �1:267214 �1:267210
1:0 �1:359308 �1:359305

Table 3: Comparison of Nusselt number ��0 (0) with previous published results
[57]:

Fig. 2: Variation of M on f 0 (�) :
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Fig. 3: Variation of � on f 0 (�) :

Fig. 4: Variation of  on f 0 (�) :

Fig. 5: Variation of 1 on f 0 (�) :
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Fig. 6: Variation of 2 on f 0 (�) :

Fig. 7: Variation of  on � (�) :

Fig. 8: Variation of Pr on � (�) :
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Fig. 9: Variation of N�

B on � (�) :

Fig. 10: Variation of N�
T � on � (�) :

Fig. 11: Variation of Sc on � (�) :
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Fig. 12: Variation of  on � (�) :

Fig. 13: Variation of N�
T � on � (�) :

Fig. 14: Variation of N�
B on � (�) :
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Fig. 15: Stream lines for velocities.

Fig. 16:Stream density plot for velocity.

Fig. 17:Phase portrait in three dimensions.
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10 Concluding Remarks of present exploration

Two-dimensional MHD boundary layer �ow of steady, incompressible Sutterby nano�uid by
stretching cylinder are inspected in this study. From the contemporary investigations, the
main interpretations were as follows:

� Non-dimensional velocity f 0 (�) shows decreasing nature for magnetic parameter (M) ;
porosity parameter (�) ; curvature parameter () ; Sutterby �uid parameter (�1) ; and
shows the reverse behavior for Darcy resistance parameter (�2) :

� An increase in Schmidt number (Sc) and thermophoresis parameter (N�
T �) on concen-

tration �eld shows reverse behavior to concentration and solutal layer thickness.

� Prandtl number (Pr) corresponds to decreasing behavior of non-dimensional tempera-
ture �eld and associated boundary layer thickness decreases.

� Both temperature and concentration �elds increases by enhancing thermophoresis pa-
rameter (N�

T �) :

� E¤ect of Brownian motion parameter (N�
B) on �uid temperature and concentration

behaves opposite to each other.

� Both temperature and concentration �elds increases by increasing magnetic parameter
(M) and their associated boundary layer thickness.

� Curvature parameter () depicts opposite behavior to �uid temperature and concen-
tration and as well on their associated boundary layer thickness.
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